
 
Red Ale Extract Kit 

5 gallons 
 

ABV: 5.3% - 6.3% IBU: 30 Color: Amber - Red 
O.G.: 1.056 - 1.060 F.G.: 1.012 - 1.016 

 

Ingredients: 
6.6 lbs Golden Light LME 
1 lbs Golden Light DME 
8 oz  CaraMunich II (60L) 
2 oz Chocolate Malt (450L) 

 
2 oz Cascade hops 
US-05 American Ale yeast 

 Also included: 
Muslin grain bag 
5 oz Priming Sugar 
Bottle Caps (60 count) 
 

 
1. Review all steps of the recipe and double check your equipment and ingredients before you begin. 

 
2. Prepare your sanitizer. Have your fermenter, stopper, air-lock, auto siphon, etc. (Anything that will 

come into contact with your wort after the boil is complete.) cleaned and sanitized before you begin. 
 

3. Pour 3 gallons of clean water into your kettle and begin to heat to 155 °F. Pour 8 oz CaraMunich II and 
2 oz Chocolate Malt into the 1’x3’ muslin bag. Tie a knot at the opening of the bag allowing your 
grain to absorb as much water as it can. Place your grain bag into the kettle and steep for 20 minutes. 
(Be careful not to exceed 170 °F. Which can leach tannins into your water.) After steeping is complete. 
Remove the grain bag and allow liquid to drain back into the kettle without squeezing. You have made 
wort! Begin to bring your wort to a boil.  
 

4. When your boil starts add 6.6 lbs of Golden Light LME and 1 lbs Golden Light DME to your kettle 
and stir until it is dissolved. Do not let the extract and sugar settle to the bottom of your kettle and burn. 
You can remove the kettle from the burner during this time to add everything. Once everything has 
dissolved place your kettle back onto your burner and wait for it to return to a boil. 
  

5. Once the boil has returned begin the hop schedule located below.  

Total boil time: 60 minutes 
1. Add 1 oz Cascade, set timer for 30 min. 
2. Add 1 oz Cascade, set timer for 30 min. 

 
6. After the final timer is done turn your heat off and place your kettle in an ice bath and cool to 70 °F . 

You can use a sanitized spoon to stir your wort to help cool it faster. Make sure that anything that 
comes in contact with your wort after the boil is sanitized. 
 

7. When your wort has cooled down transfer it to your sanitized fermenter. Add clean water and top up to 
5 gallons. Take a gravity sample and record your original gravity (O.G.). 
 



8. Sanitize your yeast pack US-05 American Ale and a pair of scissors. Cut open your yeast and sprinkle 
over your wort. Fill your airlock about half way with sanitizer. Put your stopper and airlock onto your 
carboy and place it in a dark temperature stable area (65 °F - 72 °F).  
 

9. Fermentation will begin within 24 - 48 hours. Fermentation time will vary from 1 -2 weeks. During this 
time you will see vigorous bubbling from the airlock. If you see beer foaming out of your airlock you may 
need to add a blow off tube.  Once bubbling in your airlock has stopped take a gravity sample and 
record your final gravity (F.G.). 

 
10. To make sure you have finished fermentation, wait 1 - 2 days after bubbling in the airlock has 

completely stopped. (Optional) You may want to transfer your beer to a secondary fermenter to remove 
more sediment from it before you add your hops. Gently transfer to a sanitized fermenter and place it in 
a dark temperature stable area (65 F - 72 F) for a few days (2-3). 
 

11. You’re ready to bottle. Clean and sanitize all of your bottles and equipment that will come in contact 
with your beer. 
 

12. In a small pan, measure out and dissolve 4 oz priming sugar with 2 cups of clean boiling water for 5 
minutes. Add this mixture into a clean sanitized bottling bucket. Gently siphon beer from your fermenter 
onto the priming sugar mixture you have in your bucket. Stir gently for about a minute.  
 

13. Use your spigot, tubing and bottling wand to fill bottles within 1 inch from the top of your bottle. Apply a 
sanitized crown cap (60 count bottle caps)  to your bottle using a capper. 
 

14. Store your bottles in a dark temperature stable area (65 °F - 72 °F) for about the next 2 weeks. After 
about 10 days put one of your bottles in your fridge to cool for about an hour. Open your beer to check 
for carbonation. If your beer is carbonated to your liking you can start to place your beers in the fridge 
for drinking. If you don’t quite have carbonation yet, keep your beer at room temperature for another 
few days and check them again. Time can vary for carbonation so don’t get frustrated if it’s not ready 
after the first 2 weeks.  

 
 
 

ABV% Calculator 
 

(O.G. - F.G.) x 131.25 = ABV% 
 

(O.G._______  -  F.G.________) x 131.25 = _________% 
 
 

 


